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Dear Editor,

2B) and cobalt chloride hexahydrate 1.0% (Figure 2C), and detailed

Telemedicine tools are viewed as essential and safe tools to

information about the allergens was sent to the patient via e-mail.

improve the delivery of health services and become increasingly

Although the combination of vision and palpating the induration

popular especially during the Coronavirus disease-2019 (COVID-19)

is necessary for evaluating the results of the patch test, in a study

pandemic. The principle aim of their use is to reduce and limit

in which the patch test results of the patients were evaluated only

the number of face-to-face visits to hospitals thereby prevent the

with photographs, only 6% failure was detected [3]. Spanish Contact

spread of the virus. Allowing quarantined COVID-19 patients to be
given dermatologic consultation points to another benefit of the
telemedicine applications [1]. Although the use of teledermatology
for patch testing is not a new entity, it is limited to consultation of
the photographs of patients whose patch tests are photographed
in clinics to dermatologists by Store-and-Forward technology
[2]. Herein we present a patient whose patch test was evaluated
via teledermatology method because he was quarantined due to
COVID-19 on the day of the patch test.
A 45-year-old male patient applied to the outpatient clinic with
contact dermatitis in the hands. Since the patient’s complaints
responded partially to topical corticosteroid, a patch test was
planned at the control examination. The patch test with a standard
series of 30 allergens was applied to the patient’s back, and the
patient was called back to the hospital for the 48th and 72nd-hour
test readings. The patient was quarantined due to the diagnosis
of COVID-19 in his mother and sibling on the day of the patch
test, so the 48th (Figure 1) and 72nd (Figure 2A) test results of the
patient was evaluated through the photographs sent by the patient
using the mobile phone. The patch test result of the patient was
evaluated as a 2+ reaction with potassium dichromate 0.5% (Figure

Figure 1. 48th-hour photograph of the standard serial patch
test with 30 allergens
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of erythema, subtle edema, and vesiculation, virtual evaluation of
photographs submitted by patients seems difficult to replace faceto-face evaluation. On the other hand, in exceptional cases, such as
our patient, the patient’s patch test can be read with a Store-andForward teledermatology using technological tools.
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Figure 2. A) 72nd-hour photograph of the patch test with 30
allergens, close view of 2+ reaction with potassium dichromate
0.5% (B) and cobalt chloride hexahydrate 1.0% (C)
Dermatitis and Skin Allergy Research Group has proposed that patch
test reading can be done in COVID-19 pandemic on photographs sent
by patients in exceptional circumstances [3]. The virtual evaluation of
patch test results is easy if there is negativity in the whole series, but
weak positivity and irritant reactions can be confusing sometimes
for dermatologists. Due to the image quality of the photographs is
not always perfect, and difficulty for assessment without palpation
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